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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This whitepaper abstractly describes a system designed to solve many
cryptocurrency exchanges problems to give traders best trading experience. TICO
Exchange Project is a proposed system that uses the blockchain technology and
leverages smart contract techniques using Ethereum’s core innovation including
security and immutability. TICOEXCHANGE seeks to implement smart contracts that
can reduce the friction involved with many exchanges difficulties.
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INTRODUCTION
TICO EXCHANGE
TICO exchange is a decentralized bitcoin and altcoin exchange, aim to be the
most safe exchange website and comfortable mobile decentralized exchange
application for daily use that meet the needs of traders and investors anytime,
. anywhere. TICOEXCHANGE is a safe trading exchange, low withdrawal fees,
instant withdrawal and excellet fast response from the support. TICOEXCHANGE
supports fiats USD, NGN, EUR and many cryptocurrencies : TICO, BTC, ETH, LTC,
DOGE, Bitcoin forks, Ethereum tokens, Iconomi tokens and WAVES.

TICO exchange is created to solve many investors and cryptocurrency traders
problems in cryptocurrency trading, there are many problems associated with
many of these exchanges, problems like blocking users account, slow or no
response from support, too much maintenance of the exchange which affects
many traders, so this project is made to create great trading experience for
traders, theproblems and the solutions has been highlighted below
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PROBLEMS
Other bitcoin exchanges has some problems like, slow or no support from the
exchange, high withdrawal fee, unawareness of blocking of user account, slow
withdrawals. We are going to solve these problem in this new exchange.

Slow response
When a user send a ticket to the support it takes weeks to
get response from the support, which affects the user in
many ways.

High withdrawal fee
Most of these cryptocurrency exchange charge withdrawal fee of
0.001BTC

Blocking of users account
Exchanges block users account without warning the user, or for no
reason which leads to lost of funds.

Slow withdrawal
When a user request for withdrawal, sometimes it takes
more than 24 hours to process the withdrawal, sometimes
it doesn't withdraw and user will not be able to cancel the
request.
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SOLUTIONS
Fast response
Our users will get fast response from our support,
maximum response is within 24 hours, which we
will be having two type of support contacts (paid
and free contacts).

1) Paid support contact- This usually takes between 0min - 3hrs
maximum for support to respond to users.

2) Free support contact- This usually takes between 12hrs - 30hrs
maximum for support to respond to users

Low withdrawal fee
We will charge $0.50 for all our withdrawal fee from users.

Blocking of users account
We will not tamper with users account, users account are safe with us.

Immediate withdrawal
Withdrawals will be processed immediately, maximum
delay time 10mins-1 hour.
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TICO TOKEN : OVERVIEW
NAME: TOPINVESTMENTCOIN
SYMBOL: TICO
TOTAL SUPPLY: 170,000,000 TICO
PLATFORM: Ethereum
STANDARD: ERC20
CONTRACT ADDRESS: 0x7f4b2a690605a7cbb66f7aa6885ebd906a5e2e9e

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
TICO DISTRIBUTIONs
MARKETING
8%

AIRDROP
2%

TEAM
15%

INCENTIVE PROGRAM
55%
ICO
20%
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USES of TICO TOKEN

LISTING
Any developer that
wants to list their coin
or token on the
exchange will make
payment with the TICO
exchange token (TICO)
after passing through
series of screening
(KYC/AML) to avoid
listing scam coins on
the exchange.

INCENTIVE
PROGRAM
This helps all TICO
HODLER to earn more
TICO every month, this is
not available for public
use, we only provide this
for TICO HODLERS

TICOSTORE
Users with TICO can
purchase any
available products on
TICO store

VISION
Topinvestmentcoin (TICO) Aims to be the most safe and comfortable web & mobile
decentralized exchange + incentive program for and online store for daily use that
meet the needs of traders and investors anytime, anywhere.
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ROADMAP

Website Creation
Announcement
Smart Contract & Deployment

Marketing & Promotion
ICO Program
Airdrop Program
Exchange Listing
Product Launched

CoinMarketCap Listing
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